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Abstract
It is currently well known that stem cells are mother cells that possess the capacity to become any type of cell in the
body. Stem cells are cells without specific structure and characterized by their ability to self-renew or multiply while
maintaining the potential to develop into other types of cells. Stem cells can normally become cells of the blood,
heart, bones, skin, muscles or brain. Although, there are different sources of stem cells, all types of stem cells have
the same capacity to develop into multiple types of cells. Stem cells are generally described as unspecialized cells
with unlimited proliferation capacity that can divide (through mitosis) to produce more stem cells. Several types of
adult stem cells have been characterized and can be cultured in vitro, including neural stem cells, hematopoietic
stem cells, mesenchymal stem cells and epithelial stem cells. They are valuable as research tools and might, in the
future, be used to treat a wide range of diseases such as Parkinson's disease, diabetes, heart disease and many other
diseases. Currently, two types of stem cells have been identified based on their origin, namely embryonic stem cells
and adult stem cells. Bone marrow is a rich source of stem cells that can be used for research purposes and to treat
some blood diseases and cancers.
Keywords: stem cells, stem cell types and biology, stem cell uses, molecular and cellular markers.
INTRODUCTION:

laboratory for infertility purposes through in vitro

Stem cells

fertilization procedures (1).

The discovery of stem cells is largely referred to Professor

Generally, stem cells are defined as unspecialized cells

Alexander A. Maximow from 1922 to 1928. He was a

with unlimited proliferation capacity that can differentiate

Russian-American

and

into various cell types with specific functions. Two types

histologist. He developed his theory that all cells come

of stem cells have been identified based on their origin,

from the same precursor cell, which he later calls as stem

namely a) embryonic stem cells (ES) or fetal stem cells

cells. He proposed the existence of hematopoietic stem

and b) adult stem cells. ES cells are obtained from tissues

cells and described his unitarian theory of hematopoiesis

of a developing human fetus and these cells have some

during that event. He was the first person to use the term

characteristics of the tissues they are taken from, while

“stem cells” for scientific and medical purposes. Later,

adult stems cells are obtained from some tissues of the

other physicians and medical researchers such as Joseph

adult body, for example, bone marrow. Bone marrow is a

Altman, Gopal Das, Andre Gernez, McCulloch and till

rich source of stem cells that can be used to treat some

discovered various characteristics of stem cells. They first

blood diseases and cancers (2, 3).

found methods to isolate stem cells from mouse and then

Fetal stem cells are present during the early stages of

human embryos. Later, they grow the cells in the

embryonic development in the inner cell mass of the

physician,

embryologist
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blastocyst. These possess the capacity to divide for long

cells have been shown to be able to differentiate into

periods and retain their ability to make all cell types within

specialized cell types and contribute to the restoration of

the organism in the developing mouse (4, 3). Fetal stem

damaged tissue after transplantation into rodents (9). Stem

cells are therefore called pluripotent. Adult stem cells are

cell biology is therefore of particular interest for its

referred to as multipotent, indicating that they have a less

possible applications in regenerative medicine whereby

wide-ranging potential than ES cells, and that their

damaged or dysfunctional cells are replenished in such

differentiation capacity is restricted to particular cell types

cases as Parkinson’s disease, heart failure, diabetes

in the body. Adult stem cells have been found in various

mellitus or skin burns. Several types of adult stem cells

tissues throughout the body where they reside in a specific

have been characterized and can be cultured in vitro,

micro-environment, also referred to as the stem cell niche,

including neural stem cells, hematopoietic stem cells,

which is formed by differentiated somatic cells and

mesenchymal stem cells and epithelial stem cells (10).

extracellular matrix. For proper development and tissue

Mesenchymal stem cells have already been applied in

homeostasis, stem cells receive multiple signals from their

bone tissue engineering, by growing them on three-

niche, including secreted cytokines and growth factors, as

dimensional scaffolds that are subsequently implanted in

well as signals mediated by cell-cell interactions and

vivo to produce new bone. In addition to optimization of

interactions with extracellular matrix which control the

their use in bone tissue engineering, understanding

processes of stem cell inactivity, self-renewal and

mesenchymal stem cell behavior can be of great relevance

differentiation (5, 6). Stem cells are not only required for

in order to understand and intervene with bone diseases

development and organogenesis, but also for tissue

such

maintenance and tissue repair (7,8). For these processes,

understanding the mechanisms controlling stem cell

the stem cell compartment is essential to give the full

differentiation, is to find answers to the following

range of differentiated cells while also maintaining a pool

questions: 1) what are the extrinsic and intrinsic triggers

of undifferentiated cells. This is accomplished by a

that prevent or induce stem cells to differentiate into a

characteristic property of stem cells, namely their ability

specialized cell lineage, 2) what are the differentiation

to self-renew. This implies that stem cells can proliferate

pathways induced and by which markers can such

while maintaining

their pluripotent or multipotent

differentiated cells be characterized, 3) what mechanisms

character. Self-renewal can also occur by so-called

control the process of self-renewal? Solving these issues is

asymmetrical cell division, which implies that upon

also of clinical importance since development of stem cell

division one daughter cell becomes a committed

culture techniques will eventually provide opportunities

progenitor cell that subsequently undergoes further

for controlling stem cell behaviourior ex vivo. The

differentiation, while the other daughter cell remains a

challenge will be to employ their self-renewal capacity to

stem cell with identical characteristics as the mother cell,

expand stem cells in culture in order to generate sufficient

thereby keeping the size of the stem cell pool intact (6).

amounts of cells, and subsequently to trigger the cells to

Stem cell biology

differentiate into a specific cell type. Transplantation into

Stem cell biology is of great clinical and scientific

the body of such in vitro expanded and differentiated cells

interest. Understanding stem cell development will

has promising potentials for replacing cells and tissue

provide molecular insight in such processes as early

affected by degenerative disorders (11-13).

embryogenesis, but also in tumour formation and e.g.

Stem cell proliferation and differentiation

as osteoporosis.

Of essential importance in

autoimmune diseases. Both embryonic and adult stem
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The pluripotentiality of embryonic stem cells and the

neural stem cells and, mesenchymal stem cells (15-17).

multipotentiality of adult stem cells implies that intricate

Cytokines, growth factors (GF), and hormones are

stimulatory and regulatory mechanisms determine the

chemical

irreversible commitment of such cells to acquire a

communication

particular specialized function. Although the lineage

proliferation and cellular differentiation of stem cells as

commitment and further differentiation of embryonic and

shown in Figure 1. These factors and their receptors play

adult stem cells may be diverse and cell type specific at

an important role in the regulation of stem cell

the molecular level, some general concepts apply in the

differentiation into cell of interest. By adding BMP, bone

development

produce

morphogenetic protein; EGF, epidermal growth factor;

intermediate cell types with restricted differentiation

FGF, fibroblast growth factor; GM-CSF, granulocyte

capacity, called progenitors, which can be formed during

macrophage-colony stimulating factor; PDGF, platelet-

asymmetric self renewal. Subsequently, progenitor cells

derived growth factor; TGF, transforming growth factor;

can give rise to mature cell types. In comparison with their

VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor into specific

parent stem cells, progenitor cells are committed to a

media, stem cells were directed toward becoming early

limited number of cell types generally within a single

and mature cells in vitro . For example, rat bone marrow

lineage. Furthermore, progenitor cells still have the ability

mesenchymal stem cells (BMSCs) could differentiate into

to proliferate, but unlike stem cells they cannot self-renew.

hepatocytes in

Stem cell differentiation has been considered to be

hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) or beta-nerve growth

hierarchical in nature, such that the generation of

factor (beta-NGF) and to find a new source for therapies

specialized cell types occurs stepwise through defined

of hepatic diseases. In the same context, human BMSCs

intermediate stages.

differentiate into neural cells (NCs) in the presence of

Hematopoietic stem cell differentiation

human epidermal growth factor (hEGF) and bovine

The best-described model of adult stem cell differentiation

fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) and neurobasal media

is that of the hematopoietic stem cell, from which all cells

media plus B27. When BMSCs were cultured with hEGF

of the blood and immune system is formed. The model

and bFGF, RNA expression of neuronal specific markers

presented in (Fig.1) is illustrative for lineage commitment

Nestin, MAP-2, and tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) were

and further differentiation of adult stem cells. As a first

observed (17,18).

of

stem

cells.

Stem

cells

messengers
and

that

mediate

stimulate

the differentiation

intercellular

cellular

media

growth,

including

event, hematopoietic stem cells can form two distinct
progenitors, namely a myeloid and a lymphoid progenitor.
The latter progenitor generates mature immune cells such
as B lymphocytes, T lymphocytes and natural killer cells,
while

the

myeloid

progenitor

differentiates

into

erythrocytes, platelets, neutrophils, macrophages and
monocytes. According to this model, stem cells generate
restricted progenitor cells that become gradually more
specialized by losing their ability to differentiate along
alternative pathways. Similar hierarchical models have
been described for differentiation of other adult stem cells,
including intestinal stem cells, epidermal stem cells and
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Figure1. Diagram showing the hierarchical model of

opportunities

hematopoietic stem cell differentiation. Hematopoietic

accompanied by an increase of osteoblast formation

stem cells (HSC) differentiate into specialized mature cells

providing a therapeutic target to prevent further increases

via progenitor cells. HSC can form two types of progenitor

in adipocytes formation. (24,25).

cells, namely a common myeloid progenitor (CMP) and a

Embryonic Mesenchymal stem cell differentiation

common lymphoid progenitor (CLP), which are restricted

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) are multipotent adult stem

in their differentiation capacity relative to the parent HSC.

cells of mesodermal origin. These stem cells are able to

The CLP can differentiate into cells of the immune

differentiate into a number of different cell types including

system, while in its turn the CMP gives rise to progenitors

osteoblasts (bone cells), adipocytes (fat cells), condrocytes

that are committed to a limited number of cell types.

(cartilage cells) and myoblasts (muscle cells). Cultured

According to this hierarchical model, progenitor cells

stem cells provide model systems by which the

gradually

along

mechanisms that recapitulate lineage commitment and

alternative pathways. Abbreviations: MEP, megakaryocyte

cellular differentiation during development can be studied.

/erythrocyte

progenitor;

granulocyte/monocyte

Differentiation of embryonic and adult stem cells into

progenitor;

EoP,

progenitor;

BMCP,

mature cell types has been accomplished successfully

basophil/mast cell progenitor; MCP, mast cell progenitor;

upon in vitro culture (26) and both ES cells and MSC can

BaP, basophil progenitor. Adapted from Bart vaes, thesis,

undergo osteoblast differentiation in vitro. Mammalian ES

2007, ISBN: 978-90-9021853-3.

can be maintained as long-term self-renewing cell lines in

Changes of MSC in bone marrow of ageing

culture and have been isolated from blastocyst stage

Age-related changes in the rate of bone formation are

embryos of several species, including mouse , human (27),

accompanied by a decrease in the number of bone-forming

monkey (28) and pig (29). When grown in suspension

osteoblasts and an increase in the number of fat-storing

culture, ES form small aggregates of cells surrounded by

adipocytes in the bone marrow of aging and osteoporosis

an outer layer of visceral endoderm (30). Such aggregates

persons, since the balance between osteogenesis and

have been termed embryoid bodies and are often used as

adipogenesis in bone marrow is gradually shifted in favor

model systems for studying differentiation and gene

of adipogenesis (19,20). Moreover, Elena et al., (21)

expression control during early development. Human ES

reported that aging causes a decrease in the commitment

can be induced to differentiate into osteoblasts in vitro (31,

of marrow MSC to osteoblast lineage and an increase in

32), but most studies have been carried out using murine

the commitment to the adipocyte lineage in vitro.

ES cells. Dependent on culture conditions, such ES can

Indeed, an increase in marrow adipocytes is associated

give rise to cell populations from the mesenchymal lineage

with osteoporosis and age-related osteopenia, where in

including skeletal muscle (33), adipocytes , chondrocytes

humans up to 90% of the marrow cavity is occupied by

(34) and osteoblasts (35,36). Differentiation of the

adipocytes resulting in the appearance of fatty marrow by

established murine ES cell line D3 into osteoblasts can be

the third decade of life. Thus, there is a clinical correlation

induced by a combination of dexamethasone, ascorbic acid

between the appearance of bone marrow fat and reduced

and β-glycerophosphate (dex/aa/β-glyc) (35), and is

bone forming capacity (22 ,23). Furthermore, the

enhanced by vitamin D3 (36). Kawaguchi et al. showed

reciprocal

and

that BMP4 induces osteoblast marker gene expression in

increased

another murine ES cell line, but additional dex/aa/β-glyc

adipogenesis during aging and osteoporosis, opens

was necessary to induce calcium deposition. BMP4 and

lose

their

in

to

GMP,

eosinophyl

relationship

adipogenesis,

ability

between

combination
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BMP2 have also been shown to induce modest induction

The differentiation capacity of adult stem cells is limited

of Alcian blue-stained areas in ES cell cultures, which is

in comparison with embryonic stem cells. Adult stem cells

indicative for chondrocyte differentiation (37). Induction

thus provide a less complicated model system to study

of chondrogenesis by BMP was not observed in the

differentiation pathways. However, the multipotential

experiment described by Kawaguchi et al., but could

capacity of adult stem cells still allows for studies on

instead be induced by treatment with TGFB3 . A

lineage specification and stem cell self-renewal. MSC

combination of BMP2 and TGFB1 has been shown to

derived from bone marrow form the model system that is

drive mouse ES towards both chondrogenesis and

generally being used for studying the process of osteoblast

adipogenesis (34). As these examples illustrate, the

differentiation. They form an adherent cell layer in tissue

outcome of ES differentiation in vitro appears highly

culture and have retained their multipotent capacity to

dependent on the cell lines and/or culture conditions used.

form adipocytes, chondrocytes and osteoblasts ( 38, 39).

However, the distinct effects of various stimuli on these

Osteoblast differentiation of MSC can be induced in

stem cells may also be indicative for the existence of

culture media containing dexamethasone, ascorbic acid

different kinds of progenitors in culture.from the

and β-glycerophosphate (40). Since MSC mineralize their

mesenchymal lineage including skeletal muscle (33),

extracellular matrix, as measured by von Kossa staining, it

adipocytes ( 34), chondrocytes ( 37, 34) and osteoblasts

appears that all stages of osteoblast differentiation are

(35, 36). Differentiation of the established murine ES cell

represented in this model system. Studies with clonal

line D3 into osteoblasts can be induced by a combination

cultures of MSC have shown that single cells have the

of dexamethasone, ascorbic acid and β-glycerophosphate

intrinsic

(dex/aa/β-glyc) (35), and is enhanced by vitamin D3(249).

chondrocytes and adipocytes. This tripotentiality of MSC

Kawaguchi et al. showed that BMP4 induces osteoblast

implies that these cells can well be used to investigate how

marker gene expression in another murine ES cell line, but

differentiation along a particular pathway is accomplished.

additional dex/aa/β-glyc was necessary to induce calcium

On the other hand, in some studies the majority of cells

deposition (24). BMP4 and BMP2 have also been shown

had lost this capacity and were only bi- or monopotential

to induce modest induction of Alcian blue-stained areas in

under the assay conditions used (41), possibly as a result

ES cell Cultures, which is indicative of chondrocyte

of

differentiation (37). Induction of chondrogenesis by BMP

differentiation pathway. On the other hand, optimal

was not observed in the experiment described by

culture conditions still have to be established which drive

Kawaguchi et al., but could instead be induced by

a tripotential MSC exclusively into a single differentiation

treatment with TGFB3(123). A combination of BMP2 and

direction. As a consequence of such variation in lineage

TGFB1 has been shown to drive mouse ES towards both

potential

chondrogenesis and adipogenesis (34). As these examples

differentiating MSC often reflect a mixture of phenotypes,

illustrate, the outcome of ES differentiation in vitro

which may be a drawback for their use in microarray

appears highly dependent on the cell lines and/or culture

experiments. A further disadvantage of the use of such

conditions used. However, the distinct effects of various

cells is that the amount of MSC that can be obtained from

stimuli on these stem cells may also be indicative of the

human bone marrow aspirates is limited while in addition

existence of different kinds of progenitors in culture.

MSC have a limited proliferative capacity which is (42,

Adult MSC stem cells

41) accompanied with progressive shortening of telomeres

ability

progression

and

to

of

differentiate

the

cells

into

towards

inhomogeneous

osteoblasts,

a

specific

differentiation,

in comparison with ES cells (42). Although their bone
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forming capacity does not appear to be affected during this

restricted differentiation capacity of the cells is a

process of replicative senescence (40), MSC lose their

limitation for the investigation of mechanisms that

multilineage differentiation capacity upon prolonged ex

underlie osteoblast commitment in relation to other

vivo expansion (43). Therefore, new batches of MSC need

mesenchymal lineages.

to be isolated frequently from donors. It is therefore a

Model system to study MSC differentiation

challenge to identify factors that promote self-renewal in

Various model systems have been employed to study

order

osteoblast differentiation in vitro, including cultured stem

to

prolong

culture

periods

without

losing

differentiation capacity.

cells, primary cells and cell lines. The ideal model system

Primary osteoblasts

to study (stem) cell commitment and further progression

When research interest is focused on the differentiation

along the osteoblast lineage would have to represent all

and maturation of osteoblasts rather than on lineage

stages of osteoblastogenesis from multipotency to lineage

commitment, primary cultures of preosteoblastic cells can

commitment and matrix mineralization. In addition, the

be used as a model system. Primary osteoblasts are usually

model system must preferably undergo homogeneous

obtained by means of proteolytical release from neonatal

differentiation with respect to time and induced cell type,

rat or mouse calvaria, since this tissue can easily be

in order to achieve the highest specificity of gene

dissected. Calvaria-derived cells provide a physiologically

expression in a microarray-based screening. Due to their

relevant

osteoblast

limited proliferation capacity, MSC and primary cultures

differentiation since these cells are able to form bone-like

need to be isolated freshly, thereby introducing possible

nodules in vitro upon treatment with ascorbic acid and

variations between experiments as a result of cell

dexamethasone. These nodules are formed by proliferation

isolations from different donors. Clonal cell lines have the

and differentiation of osteoprogenitor cells that constitute

advantage that they provide homogenous populations that

less than 1% of the total number of cells in the isolated

can often be maintained in culture for many passages. A

population (44). Two distinct populations of such

well-established model system to study osteoblast

osteoprogenitors are present in the primary culture; one

differentiation and maturation in culture is formed by the

population is formed by immature Akp2-negative cells

murine cell line MC3T3, a spontaneously immortalized

which require dexamethasone for differentiation, and the

alkaline phosphatase-rich clone from a population of

other by more mature Akp2-positive cells that differentiate

calvaria-derived cells (48). The cells behave as immature,

in the absence of dexamethasone (45). These cultures thus

committed osteoblasts that further upregulate alkaline

represent

osteoblast

phosphatase and osteocalcin protein levels by stimulation

progenitors at different developmental stages. The

with bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs), a group of

majority of these progenitors is restricted to the osteoblast

growth factors ((BMP2 through BMP7) belong to the

lineage and thus unable to differentiate into adipocytes

Transforming growth factor beta superfamily of proteins

(46). However, as a population, calvaria-derived primary

(49) and are able to form a mineralized matrix when

cultures do express adipogenic markers under osteogenic

cultured in the additional presence of ascorbic acid and β-

differentiation conditions (47), likely due to the presence

glycerophosphate (49, 50). MC3T3 cells provide a mono-

of

adipocyte

potential model system for osteoblast maturation and

Calvaria-derived

mineralization, but since these cells are already committed

osteoblasts are thus a valid model system to study bone

toward the osteoblast lineage, they give no information

formation, but the heterogeneity of the culture and the

about the early events involved in cell type determination.

model

a

system

heterogeneous

for

mixture

osteo-adipoprogenitors and

progenitors

in

the

cell

studying

committed

culture.
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In order to study mechanisms of lineage specification, it is

of

necessary to use cells with the flexibility to differentiate
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along multiple mesenchymal lineages. Examples of cell
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